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1. So when asking about “parents” in any case [of experience “parents”] demonstrate more and or 

empathy. How so [i.e. how do you do this]. 
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2. Don’t forget crime cues: a good way to insert yourself into the situation; and a reminder: that 

it’s still outside of the inventory of it; but recall that they may not be able to and or feel 

comfortable actually describing how it be [gun, gan]; and if comfort is not the problem; what 

other method would you use to get some summary out of the[m]; I think the hint: is movement, 

positioning 

3. So for sure we know something like rape happened right away; as an advanced and advancing 

investigator you really want to ask if the person was raped: and then guess before you check 

surveillance. [theme: the point is we are not going to have you watch their privates; those 

items in itemization code would be blocked out; how so.]  

4. Check audience: what is the consented to audience of the confessor […s] of the events and or 

describer[…s] of the events; and how do you evaluate if they deserve the audience in perhaps 

witness that they request [i.e. how do you actually evaluate that that is a useful audience for 

this circumstance creation [for them]]. 

5. At … in this version … at around 1:01 we have an almost confession of more of the truth; at the 

insertion of a possible uncomfortable question connected to personal fear: a summary she, 

the … victim? “… knew him.” If even corrected or re-distributed in cover; likely this is the first 

very important confession. At this point actualized militia needs to evaluate all connecting 

surveillance to evaluate if she did “kn(ow) him” and how so; before the … : either the rape and-

or something very much like rape.  

6. We have a secondary extended possibly made-up confession of how she “knew him’’ you need 

to verify and evaluate what this means; at this mention of her “father” it could mean either her 

father protected her from being raped; and or has raped her; and or evaluate how many times; 

and or does she have more than one father; and or is he her father. All this is now evaluated 

outside of potential victim direct interaction; and rather through surveillance videos. By the 

focus of the potential victim on the second questioner you might want to size-ably presume that 

she knows this questioner and does not trust the questioner as she is expressing such; she might 

know the questioner in another face front; how so … 

[and we’re going to leave this evaluation here for now.] 

 

theme: personal fears 

theme music citation: atlas shrugged if so  


